Community Aesthetic Features

Cheri Sylvester
Quality Assurance Administrator
Criteria for Community Aesthetic Features

- Criteria is in Vol. I Chapter 9 of the PPM
- Apply criteria to all projects, including LAP projects (on-system installations) and FDOT let projects
- Changes Community Structures to be Local ID Markers
- Includes Public Art Installations
Categories for Community Aesthetic Features

• Public Art - Standalone
  Statues, sculptures, etc.

• Public Art - Add On/Affixed
  Murals, mosaics, etc.

• Local Identification Marker - Standalone
  Edifices, monuments, etc.

• Local Identification Marker - Add On/Affixed
  Name lettering, seals, etc.
Public Art Examples

• Standalone

• Add On/Affixed
Local Identification Markers

- Standalone
- Add On/Affixed
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LANDSCAPE UPDATE

Jeff Caster
State Transportation Landscape Architect
LANDSCAPE

9.1 General incidental revisions

9.2 Landscaping  9. Irrigation system design

9.2.1 Maintenance Plan including the irrigation system ... specific performance requirements.

When the landscape and irrigation system is to be maintained by the Department.......maintenance cost estimate
QUESTIONS?